
probably in open firing conditions, for a period that has not transformed the paste
into a completely oxidized state.
KEYWORDS: Pottery, Bronze Age, Neutron Activation Analysis, X-ray Diffraction, pet-
rographic.
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Funded by the Hungarian National Science Foundation (OTKA-T025771), the Na-
tional Committee for Technological Development (OMFB) under Res. Contract No.
97-20-MU0030 and also by the Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschapelijk
Onderzoek (NWO) new measurement facilities became available for the Institute of
Nuclear Research, Debrecen, Hungary (ATOMKI). One of the main purposes for the
installation of the new instruments was to support interdisciplinary researches, like
archaeometry. In the frames of this projects, archaeological stone tools and raw mate-
rial samples were analyzed as a pilot project.

Samples of obsidian and radiolarite were investigated to test the potentials of the
method in characterizing sources and determining provenance. Obsidian is known
to separate well by chemical fingerprinting, thus our results are completing the exist-
ing evidence. Contrary, the characterization of radiolarite by instrumental analytical
techniques are still scarce, thus our data can be considered as basic ones.

The investigations were mainly carried out using non-destructive ion beam tech-
niques, namely Particle Induced Gamma-ray Emission (PIGE) and Particle Induced X-
ray Emission (PIXE) methods. Utilizing a novel Clover-Ge-BGO detector system the
determination of light elemental composition via the detection of gamma-rays could
be made with extremely low detection limits because of a high Compton-suppression
factor was possible to realize with this detector system. The minor and trace constitu-
ents of the samples were studied employing common PIXE technique. The results
achieved by ion beam methods were compared and contributed with the data obtained
with Laser Ablation-Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS).

Obsidian samples from known geological- and archaeological sources could be
efficiently grouped. In case of radiolarite samples, we have tried to set up categories
corresponding to regional distribution of geological sources.
KEYWORDS: Obsidian, radiolarite samples, ion bean techniques.
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The series of research investigations on use wear in archaeological materials per-
formed with the Low Vacuum Scanning Electron Microscope through the high zoom
technique have shown that the surface obsidian tools from archaeological sites help
identify use wear and clearly differentiate it from deposition wear.

These researches are also complemented by PIXE and NAA analysis of the tools
and workshops, which helped determine the procedence of the raw material and
know some of the aspects about its use and work organization. This will also help to
reconstruct obsidian tools manufacturing systems in the Seftorio de Metztitlan site.

The research was performed with archaeological obsidian scrapers from the
Postclassic period, collected in a surface survey in the Metztitlan area Hidalgo, Mexico,
within the «Vega de Metztitlan» project.
KEYWORDS: Obsidian, PIXE, Metztitlan.
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The National Museums of Scotland have a collection of over 100 sherds of Islamic ceram-
ics from Fustat, Egypt, dating from the 10th-15th century. Written documents provide
little evidence for production of Islamic ceramics and such archaeological remains are a
vital source of data. Examination and analysis of the sherds was undertaken to ascertain
the technology used and the probable period and site of manufacture. The collection
includes wasters produced on site and pieces signed by known craftsmen. Stylistically,
the sherds can be divided into local wares, imported foreign wares and local imitations
of foreign wares, with a range of decorative techniques. Non-destructive X-Ray Fluores-
cence was used to distinguish groups of sherds by the chemical composition of the glaze,
colourants and ceramic body. Sampling was undertaken on most sherds to produce sec-
tions through the glaze and body for detailed analysis. Petrographic examination of the
ceramic body was undertaken with optical and scanning electron microscopy. Scanning
electron microscopy with energy dispersive microanalysis was used to obtain more ac-
curate chemical compositions for the glaze, colourants and phases within the ceramic
body. The results will be used to divide the sherds into chemical and technological groups,
which will be compared with the stylistic groups and data from other studies to propose
probable manufacturing sites. It is hoped that the results will provide evidence of con-
nections with Syria, Iraq, China and South-East Asia and confirm the importance of Fustat
as a trading and manufacturing centre at this time.
KEYWORDS: Islamic, ceramic, glaze.


